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• Decisions1

• Illustrations2

• Unlocking 2.03

Today’s Overview 



Tentative Decisions

• Traditional non-participating contract liability

• Universal life liabilities

• Participating contract liability

• Deferred acquisition costs

• Market risk benefits

• Presentation and disclosure



TRADITIONAL

NON-PAR LIABILITY



Traditional non-par 
contract liability

Current estimate

– Without PAD

Annual review (update)

– Retrospective unlocking

– Actual experience

Expense

• Clarification

Loss recognition

– Net premium ratio cap

Cash flow assumptions

Discount rate assumptions

Issue year cohorts

Transition



Traditional non-par 
contract liability

Upper-medium grade

At issue

Quarterly updateCash flow assumptions

Discount rate assumptions

Issue year cohorts

Transition



Traditional non-par 
contract liability

Common issue year

Multiple issue years
Cash flow assumptions

Discount rate assumptions

Issue year cohorts

Transition



Traditional non-par 
contract liability

Prospective

Issue date

– Discount rate

– Future unlocking

– Cohorts

Retrospective

Cash flow assumptions

Discount rate assumptions

Issue year cohorts

Transition



UNIVERSAL LIFE

LIABILITIES



Universal life 
liabilities

Unchanged

– Account balance

– Additional liability

Indirectly changed

– Unearned revenue liability

• Additional liability

– Sales inducement asset

Clarified

– Assessments



PARTICIPATING

CONTRACT LIABILITY



Participating contract 
liability

No change to calculation

Expanded disclosure



DEFERRED

ACQUISITION COSTS



Deferred acquisition 
costs

All contracts

– Non-participating

– Participating

– Universal life

o Deferred annuities

Other intangibles

o PGAAP

Sales inducements

Unearned revenue

Scope

Constant basis

Transition



Deferred acquisition 
costs

Expected life

Current assumptions

Prospective revision

Expected future deferrals

Interest accretion

Contract or cohort

– Excess terminations

Distortions

– Recognition

– Assessments

All contracts

Constant basis

Transition



Deferred acquisition 
costs

Prospective

Retrospective
All contracts

Constant basis

Transition



MARKET RISK

BENEFITS



Market risk benefits Deposit contracts

– Separate account

– Fixed account

Market risk

Scope

Measurement

Transition



Market risk benefits Fair value

Changes

– Net income

– Other comprehensive 
income

Scope

Measurement

Transition



Market risk benefits Retrospective

Hindsight

Change at transition

– Accumulated other 
comprehensive income

– Retained earnings

Scope

Measurement

Transition



PRESENTATION AND

DISCLOSURE



Presentation and 
disclosure

• [Topics of November 1 
meeting, in the future at 
time of this draft.]



Traditional Contract Illustrations

• How might financial statements differ from 
current standards when actual experience is 
consistent with original best estimate 
assumptions?

• How might financial statements differ from 
expected when actual experience is not
consistent with original best estimate 
assumptions?



ACTUAL IS CONSISTENT

WITH EXPECTED



Expected term 
insurance reserve

Smaller than before
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Expected term 
insurance earnings

Slope of FAS 60 depends 
on premium income and 
amount of PAD.

Slope of Retrospective 
depends on premium 
income – without PAD,

• Higher in early years

• Lower in later years
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Expected whole life 
earnings

Higher in early years

Lower in later years
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Random term 
insurance earnings

Retrospective masks early 
variances, but

Weakens as the business 
ages.
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Expected Retrospective



ACTUAL EXPERIENCE

IS NOT AS EXPECTED



Adverse term 
insurance earnings

Retrospective masks early 
variances, but

Releases the hidden costs 
immediately upon 
unlocking.

Ideal assumes actual 
experience was expected 
at issue.
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Ideal



Adverse term 
insurance earnings

Retrospective releases 
reserve to offset excess 
claims.

Unlocking reverses the 
release.
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Random, generally 
adverse earnings

Hard to see the adverse 
trend, but

Ideal assumes the actual 
trend and does not mask 
random variances.

Unlocking still releases the 
hidden costs.
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Adverse claims with 
random fluctuations

The cumulative effect on 
the reserve is still visible. 
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Unlocking 2.0

• Why change a 30-year practice?

• What is unlocking 2.0?

• What does it look like compared to current 
practice?



WHY CHANGE?



Why change? • A 30-year problem

• “…a known tendency to 
significantly underestimate 
or overestimate the result”

• Current estimate ≠
statistical extreme

• Low credibility does not 
mean no credibility

• Credibility does not happen 
suddenly after many years

Retrospective unlocking, 
as we’ve known it for 
universal life…



CHANGE TO WHAT?



What is 
Unlocking 2.0?

Extrapolated Assumption

• Adjust projected claims

𝑃𝑉 𝑋𝑆 = 𝑃𝑉 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 × 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑡 ×
𝐴𝑉 𝑋𝑆

𝐴𝑉 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒

• Net premium ratio

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐴𝑉 𝐷𝐵 + 𝑃𝑉 𝐷𝐵 + 𝑃𝑉 𝑋𝑆

𝐴𝑉 𝐺𝑃 + 𝑃𝑉(𝐺𝑃)

• Reserve

𝑉 = 𝑃𝑉 𝐷𝐵 + 𝑃𝑉 𝑋𝑆 − 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 × 𝑃𝑉(𝐺𝑃)

Dynamic interim 
assumption

Automatically responds to 
actual experience

Can be overridden when 
appropriate

Complies with 
retrospective requirement



UNLOCKING 2.0 
ILLUSTRATED



Extrapolated 
unlocking

Is closer to ideal.

Does not mask claim cost 
variances, and therefore

Removes the need to 
release previously hidden 
costs when unlocking.
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Extrapolated 
unlocking

Works even when random 
variances obscure the 
trend.

Response to actual 
experience doesn’t depend 
on age of the business.
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Extrapolated 
unlocking

Avoids the “tendency to 
significantly underestimate 
or overestimate the result”
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Extrapolated 
unlocking

Closer to a statistical 
mean, 

Can err in either direction, 

Usually by less than the 
familiar retrospective 
extreme.
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Resources

• FASB Tentative Board Decisions
http://www.fasb.org/home

– Projects: Technical Agenda

– Recognition & Measurement: Insurance

– Tentative Board Decisions Reach to Date

• The Financial Reporter

– September 2017 & December 2017

– March 2018 (planned)

http://www.fasb.org/home


QUESTIONS?


